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22nd  Sunday in Ordinary Time 2013 

Lk 14:1, 7-14 

In the 14
th

 chapter of Luke’s Gospel there are three different stories about 

banquets.  People  are either avoiding them, or are trying to create hierarchies at 

them, or are simply refusing to come to them.  In the one we heard today,  Jesus 

confronts the guests, the host of the party, and us with something which seems at 

first sight be utterly nonsensical: “When you hold a lunch or a dinner, do not invite 

your friends or your brothers or your relatives or your wealthy neighbors ,in case 

they may invite you back and you have repayment.  Rather, when you hold a 

banquet,  invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind;  blessed indeed will you 

be because of their inability to repay you.”  Now, how ridiculous is that! 

 Our first problem, it seems to me, is that on our internal hard-drive we have 

a completely different script running.  It is the old win-lose scenario, the good 

guys-bad guys way of thinking about things, the reward- punishment plot line that 

runs through almost all novels, plays, operas, movies and the wars that define our 

culture.  We’ve made this scenario almost into an art form in contemporary 

Western capitalism.  The game is called “meritocracy”- the idea that “merit”- 

something that  I can do to earn or to show that I am worth something is at the 

http://www.usccb.org/nab/bible/luke/luke14.htm
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heart of everything!  Life is based on an exchange of goods, and if I don’t have the 

goods- however I may understand what those goods are- then I lose.  In a sense, 

life is about buying and selling. 

 The second problem is that when I live and think in this way- and we all do 

to one degree or another- that mindset is not very easily changed simply by 

attending church services.  What we do is just transfer that mindset to the world of 

religion.  Catholics can end up trying to calculate indulgences and days in 

purgatory.  Protestants can  create what is called a “prosperity gospel” in which 

money and wealth become a sign of God’s good will and favor.  And we all can 

transform Christian life into some kind of moral achievement contest in which God 

rewards us when we are good and punishes us when we are bad.  That’s why, I 

think, we have such a hard time with when Jesus tells his parable about the banquet 

in which everybody- bad and good alike – is invited to come, or why we can’t 

digest very easily His parable about the workers who come to work at different 

times throughout the day but get the same money at the end.  These images just 

don’t fit the script running through our minds that tells us that this is not the way 

life is.  At some deep, deep level, we are all religious, theological capitalists! 

 So often when we hear Jesus’ words, His terribly radical parables, we don’t 

hear them as transformative teaching that can bring about a “new creation” in us, 
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that can change us, “convert” the way we see reality.  What we do is to pull His 

words inside of our own carefully guarded security systems, into what we call 

“common sense” in order to neutralize them so that we can keep intact the script 

running through our heads.  Of course, we usually do this in a completely 

unconscious way.   But when we do this, no divine breakthrough, no revelation, no 

disclosure of the Kingdom of God to us is possible.  And then, quite honestly, 

Jesus’ words become largely harmless and forgettable. 

 “When you hold a lunch or a dinner, do not invite your friends or your 

brothers or your relatives or your wealthy neighbors ,in case they may invite you 

back and you have repayment.  Rather, when you hold a banquet,  invite the poor, 

the crippled, the lame, the blind;  blessed indeed will you be because of their 

inability to repay you.”  What is Jesus trying to tell us?  What is He trying to teach 

us?  Fr. Richard Rohr has, it seems to me, hit the nail on the head when he says 

that when Jesus warns us not to pick the logical people that you’d invite to 

something like a party, He is warning us against systems of reciprocity, He is 

warning us against the market-place, tit-for-tat mind that is so hardwired in us that 

we often just can’t think outside of it.  So, what’s the alternative that Jesus is 

calling us to? 
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 The parable is an invitation to pure gratuity, pure gratuity.  In theological 

terms what we do call this?  We call it “grace”.  The parable is an invitation to 

enter into that Divine Unmerited Generosity that is everywhere.  The parable is 

telling us that God and the Kingdom of God are not about any ledger of merits and 

demerits.  God doesn’t invite to His Party only those who can somehow pay Him 

back.  God and His Kingdom are about an abundance, a largesse, an excess, and a 

generosity that is given to everyone and everything.  Jesus is trying to get people to 

understand that when it comes to God, it is not about any patterns of buying or 

losing or earning or achieving or manipulating, which is where, unfortunately, 

most of us live our lives most of the time.  Throughout the scriptures, the flag 

words for this awesome experience of grace are the images of  banquets and food, 

and Jesus uses these images over and over again 

 One of our deep-seated problems is that we often, at some level, resent the 

banquet.  We don’t know how to receive things freely and without the logic  of the 

marketplace.  As odd as it may seem, we often prefer a world of scarcity of grace, 

or at least we like a quid pro quo- “something for something”- because then we 

know where we are with God and other people.  This problem, and the overcoming 

of this problem, is at the very center of the Gospel plot line.  It’s at the very center 

of what Jesus is trying to get us to change, to convert- but this change, this 

conversion has to occur in our hard-drive, in our hearts.  Jesus is trying to get us in  
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on how God operates.  He is trying to get us in on the divine process, our inclusion 

in God’s own humility and graciousness and generosity and abundance. 

 Get over the tit-for-tat way of living, Jesus is saying in this parable- don’t 

invite your friends and brothers and relatives who can  repay you by inviting you 

back to their party.  Invite those who can’t do it.  Just let life flow through you to 

those who need to receive it- then you are living the Kingdom here and now; then 

you are living and reflecting divine life.  Just as God eternally gives away God- for 

nothing- except the giving itself, do the same, for no good reason whatsoever, 

except for the sake of what we call “love”.  “Perform”, as the bumper sticker says, 

“random acts of kindness”. 

 If there is any violence in Jesus, it was directed towards what He saw as 

attempts to buy God or to make religion into a self-serving, exclusive club of some 

kind.  His violence was not against people, but against self-serving religion and its 

frequent alliance with power and money.  And it was this dead-ended market-place 

religious mentality that drove Him to “create a cord of whips” and go to the temple 

to destroy “the system of buying and selling”.  Because until this mentality is 

somehow changed, we simply cannot understand the Gospel, we cannot 

understand grace and God’s utter gratuity and generosity towards all of us. 
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 For most of us the world of reward and punishment is the frame of reference 

that we all began with as children.  When our experience of church becomes a 

“worthiness and attainment system” rather than a transformational system 

awakening us from within, when forgiveness becomes largely a juridical process, 

and we who are in charge can measure it out, define who’s in and who’s out, find 

ways for people to earn forgiveness, and exclude the unworthy, then we have 

closed the door to the experience of divine life, of divine grace, we have destroyed 

any likelihood that we can hear what Jesus was talking about in today’s parable.  

Sometimes when we look around us today, it seems that these kinds of voices are 

getting louder and louder, but in the end they cannot win.  They cannot win 

because the Gospel of Christ is stronger.  The message of God’s unmerited, 

unasked for, wonderful generosity will finally win the day! 

___________________________________________ 

Richard Rohr, Chapter 8, “The Resented Banquet” in Things Hidden. Scripture 

and Spirituality (Cincinnati: St. Anthony Messenger press, 2008), pp. 155 ff. 


